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"This will happen when the special child is born. ... 

His name will be “Wonderful Counselor, Powerful

God, Father Who Lives Forever, Prince of Peace.” 

 

Isaiah 9:6 (ERV)

A Journey of Wonder

Includes 

felt ornament

patterns
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Guided prayer 

Printable paper ornament template

Step-by-step tutorial and patterns for sewing felt ornaments 

Allow the child to put the ornaments or story mat in her/his mouth, or to chew,

and suck on them.

Leave the child alone when following any of the craft tutorials included in this

guide. 

Dear Prayer Companion,
 Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be with God who lets himself to

be held, felt, smelled, heard and seen?  Can you imagine what it might be like to

touch and look at God as a vulnerable little baby?

Christmas truly is a miracle of all miracles. 

 

Prince of Peace prayer tool will spur your imagination to step into the story of

following the star to meet the promised Prince of Peace, the God who came to

be with his people. The journey is filled with mystery, wonder, surprise, and delight,

and end with the happiest God-song — it is Christmas, God has come near! 

 

This resource includes:

 

Important Safety Information:

This resource is not suitable for children under 3 years. The craft guide included is

not safe for children to follow own their own. Children should be supervised when

ever using sharp tools (scissors, needles etc.) and sewing machine. The ornaments

should not be left in a child's bed while they sleep. The ornaments and story-set

mat may present a suffocation hazard. Small pieces may become loose and

cause a choking hazard. 

 

By using the Prince of Peace resource with children, you agree that you will NOT:

 

About the Ornaments

God is three persons in one. He is never alone but always shares close friendship

with the other persons within himself. 

 

The Star: When God-Jesus came to live with his people here on earth for a short

time, God the Father was still with Jesus, shining his light on him and showing

people that Jesus is God. Jesus often talked to his Father God here on earth and

did everything that his Father sent him to do.

 

Baby Jesus: Jesus showed us who God is. He decided to come and become like

one of us and live, play, learn and work on earth like we do. He was always kind,

caring, fair and wise. Jesus made it possible for us to become close friends with

God and be with God forever. 

 

The Dove: When Jesus had done all that he came to do on earth he went back to

heaven to be with the Father God. But God didn’t leave us alone. He sent The Holy

Spirit, the Spirit of God, who was always with Jesus on earth too, to stay with us.

God is still with us. Because we cannot see The Spirit of God like people could

see Jesus, The Bible sometimes describes the Spirit to be like a dove. A dove is

also an image of peace. 

 

God's Spirit comes to live inside us when we invite him to. And so God’s peace is

with us always through his Spirit, wherever we go. God's Spirit is still working on

earth through us: healing broken things, making wrong things right, and bringing

beauty, hope and love to the lonely and sad.

 

When we talk to God, we can talk to the Father God, Jesus or the Holy Spirit.

Remember, they are all one God even if to us it might sound like they are three.

God is a great mystery!

Discover more about the origin of the prayer guide, and find inspiration

and tips for the use of Prince of Peace on our website at:

www.kutsucompanions.com/prince-of-peace

 

Did you enjoy praying with Prince of Peace? Share your experience and

photos with us on Facebook and Instagram @kutsucompanions

http://www.kutsucompanions.com/


Guided Prayer "Prince of Peace: A Journey of Wonder"
 

Now it is the time for people around the world to get ready for the miracle of

Christmas. This time is called Advent, and it has its special color, purple. Purple is

also a color for princes and princesses, kings and queens. It tells us that a Prince is

coming, the Prince of all princes, the Prince of Peace. 

 

(Roll out a purple cloth, like rolling out a carpet for special people to walk on.)

 

I wonder, what is the Prince of Peace like, and what does he do? How is he

different from all the other princes?

 

Everyone is traveling to see this special Prince of Peace. Imagine that you, too, are

on your way to see the Prince who you have heard stories about. 

 

But how will you find him? A bright star shows up in the sky. The star shines its light

down, far into the horizon, like a spotlight on a stage, but it is the size of the sun!

It is a sign from God in heaven. It will guide you to the Prince of Peace. 

 

(Place the star on the purple cloth.)

 

Think about a time when you looked at the night sky and saw the stars and the

moon. How did you feel? I wonder, if stars, and the moon were signs from God,

what do you think they might show or tell you about God? 

 

Imagine that you have travelled a long way and finally you get to the place where

the bright star shines its light on. You come to a small, dark shed. You wonder if

this really is the right place that you have been waiting to find. Will you find the

Prince of Peace here? Is this the end of the journey?

 

I wonder if you have ever gone on a long journey, and come to an unexpected

destination? What was that like?

 

The shed is dark, smelly, and cold. It doesn’t look like a place where a prince lives.

What do you imagine a house of a prince should look like? 

 

But suddenly, the miracle of Christmas happens and you see him when you step

inside the house and find the Prince of Peace, whose name is Jesus, God-With-Us,

there! Jesus changes everything. He makes everything new, peaceful and

beautiful. Also the color of the cloth changes white from the color of getting

ready to the color of celebration.

What would you like to tell about your prayer?  

I wonder what you might want to draw, paint, make or do as a response to your

prayer? A picture of something that you imagined or experienced perhaps? 

What would it be like to dance and sing with God and others this Christmas? 

How might God give his peace to you, and invite you to be his peace to others?

(Ceremonially turn the cloth over, the white side up, and carefully place the star

back on the cloth and baby Jesus next to it.) 

 

Gently, you pick up baby Jesus and hold him. Feel his tiny, soft baby-body on your

skin. What is it like to touch, smell, and look at God who is a small baby? What do

you want to whisper to him? 

 

Jesus is peace and love. I wonder, what lonely, noisy, hurting, worried parts inside

of you, and around you, you may want to bring to be with Jesus now? 

 

Hold onto baby Jesus for a little longer and simply be with him. Then you start

hearing the most beautiful sound that you have ever heard. Where might that

sound come from? A little dove flies into the shed where you are with baby Jesus. 

 

(Place the dove on the white cloth next to baby Jesus.) 

 

It chirps the happiest song with other creatures who came to visit from heaven.

Then you hear an angel sing, “Come and celebrate God in heaven! And let all

people on earth who God loves have peace in their hearts!” 

 

Now the star and the dove, with the whole heaven and the whole world dance

and sing with joy. God has come to be with his people who he loves so much!  

 

What is the most beautiful sound you have ever heard? How do you want to

celebrate the miracle of Christmas?

 

Invitations
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Pr ince of  Peace:  A Journey of  Wonder  
G u i d e d  P r a y e r  i n  I m a g e s
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Make Ornaments
You can draw, sew, knit, sculpt, paint, or use any other technique to create your own unique ornaments for the Prince of Peace prayer. You will need to make at

least the three main characters of the prayer story: Star, Baby Jesus and Dove. You will also need two sheets of paper or fabric: one purple and one white one.

You might want to add any other characters or elements to your prayer story set. 

Here you will find example templates for paper ornaments and instructions for sewing your own ornaments from felt.

 

Paper Ornaments:
 1. Print this page on card or thick paper.

2. Color or paint the images.

3. Cut the images out.

4. Tape a string or thread on the back with a masking tape for hanging.
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Cut out the inside to frame the

face only on one piece. Leave the

back of the hat solid.

Fold the fabric double

and cut on double layer

fabric. 

Print and cut out the patterns.

- - - outer lines of certain patterns indicate seam allowances.  
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Printed patterns

Three different tones of yellow felt

Yellow sewing thread

Pins

Fabric scissors

Sewing needle

Sewing machine 

Embroidery floss (black and red)

Cord for hanging 

You will need:

Cut out the patterns and pin them on felt. Cut the

shapes out (no seam allowances are needed).

Separate one strand of embroidery floss and make

eyes and mouth using simple back stitch. Tie the

ends on the backside. 

 Stack the three pieces, starting with the smallest

star, then the bigger star, and on top the round

face. Cut a cord and tie a double knot at the end

forming a loop. Slip the knot under the round face

and pin everything down in the middle. 

Sew closely around the inner edge of the round

face, attaching all three fabrics together and the

hanger cord. 

Cut small diamond and triangle shapes from scrap

felt, and sew them into one long string in the middle.

Attach the string to the lowest point of the front

star.

How to make: 

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Sewing Instructions for Felt Ornaments

 
Completion time: Approximately 3 hrs when using sewing machine. Hand sewing will take significantly longer.

Skill level: Intermediate to advanced, mainly because of small detail work. You can enlarge the patterns 

which makes the project more accessible for different skill levels.

www.KutsuCompanions.com
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1.

2. 3.

4. 5.
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Sewing needle

Sewing machine 

Embroidery floss (black and red)

Cord for hanging 

Cotton filling 

Clean chopstick to assist with stuffing

Cut out the patterns and pin them on felt. Cut the

shapes out on felt. (Small seam allowances are

indicated in the patterns but if you are unsure of

your sewing precision I recommend to allow a little

extra.) Once you have cut the body (double), face

(single) and hat (double), cut a small opening to

frame the face on the front piece of the hat. I used

felt for the hat and face to prevent fraying and

flannel for the body for extra soft touch and ease of

working (this is especially helpful when it comes to

turning the doll inside out!).

Carefully place the front hat piece over the face

piece making sure that you leave enough space for

the seam to attach the two pieces. Pin the two

pieces together.

Separate one strand of embroidery floss and make

eyes and mouth using simple back stitch. Tie the

ends on the backside. 

Sew closely around the inner edge of the face

opening of the hat piece attaching the hat to the

face.

How to make: 

 

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Baby Jesus 1/3

1.

2. 3.

4. 5.

Printed patterns

Natural white felt, skin tone felt, yellow felt

Natural white flannel or other soft, thin fabric for the body

Yellow and white sewing thread

Pins

Fabric scissors

You will need:

When choosing your materials for the baby Jesus doll, consider the skin tone and the color/print

of "the swaddle cloth". Use felt for the hat (top part of the swaddle cloth) to avoid fraying and a

lighter and thinner fabric for the body piece to assist with handling the tiny doll. You can also

adjust the size and shape of the doll by adjusting the patterns provided. The bigger your doll the

easier it is to sew. 
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Pin the right sides of the hat and body together facing

each other. Do this with both front and back pieces.

Then sew the hat and body pieces together along the

neckline so that the closed seam shows on the outer,

right side of the doll. 

Attach the front and back pieces together right sides

facing each other. Create an ornament hanger with a

cord by tying a double knot at the end. Slip the loop in

between the two parts of the doll leaving the knot

outside on top. 

Pin the pieces together including the hanger cord.

Make sure to match the neckline where the body and

head connect on back and front parts. Sew carefully

around the doll starting from the bottom. Keep

checking on the backside that both fabrics are

attaching while staying close to the edge. 

Sew all around the doll until you reach the bottom.

Leave an opening through which you will turn the doll

inside out and fill it with the cotton filling. 

Very gently, turn the doll inside out. You may use a

clean chopstick or other dull stick to assist. Be careful

not to push too hard to break the seams or poke a

hole on the fabric. 

Fill the doll with cotton filling (or other natural filling,

such as wool or bamboo stuffing). Use a clean, dull

stick to gently push bits of filling in. Decide how firm

you want the doll to be. The stuffing will also give you

a chance to shape the doll into a desired form.
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Baby Jesus 2/3

5. 6.

7. 8.

9. 10.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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9. 10.

Turn the open ends of the bottom opening inside and

hand stitch the opening close. 

Cut out a crown from yellow felt. Fold the fabric

double and cut on a double layer fabric leaving a

seam allowance at the open end. (To make sure the

crown fits around the dolls head, try it on before

cutting the end.)

Pin the ends of the crown together at the open end

and sew into a ring. Turn the crown inside out and

open the seam. 

 

I didn't attach the crown to the doll's head as I think it

is nice to give the pray-er the option of placing the

crown on the baby Jesus' head and remove it as part

of the wondering and imaginative prayer experience. 
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Baby Jesus 3/3

11. 12. 11.

13.
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name: Jesus
place of birth: Bethlehem 

mother: Mary

father: Joseph
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Printed patterns

Various light shades of felt, e.g. gray, white, blush.

Mustard color felt for the beak (or any other color

that you prefer) 

White sewing thread

Pins

Fabric scissors

Sewing needle

Sewing machine 

Embroidery floss (black )

Cord for hanging 

Cotton filling

Wood stick for aiding the stuffing

You will need:

Cut out the patterns and pin them on felt. Cut the

shapes out (leave enough seam allowance for the

body, none is needed for the wings and beak). Make

eyes with black embroidery floss on both pieces of

the bird's body. 

 Cut a cord and tie a double knot at the end

forming a loop. 

Hand stitch the wings on both body pieces

separately.

Pin the body right sides facing each other, and

place the hanger cord leaving the knot outside.

Place the beak just below the eyes between the two

pieces of the body, tip of the beak facing the inside. 

Sew around the whole bird attaching two pieces

together. Leave an opening at the bottom. 

How to make: 

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Dove 1/2
 

You can use most fabrics for the body of the dove as it won't have exposed edges that may fray. I used felt for

the soft "feathery" feel. Use felt or other non-fraying fabrics for the beak and wings. 

Choose colors that speak of peace, joy and hope. The pattern includes a narrow seam allowance for the body of

the dove. Feel free to allow yourself some extra to make the handling of the details and the turning of the dove

inside out easier. 

www.KutsuCompanions.com
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Very gently, using a dull stick turn the dove inside out.

Be careful not to break any seams or poke a hole on

the felt. 

Fill the dove with small bits of cotton filling at the

time, until you reach the desired firmness and the

filling is equally distributed. 

Turn the open ends of the bottom opening inside and

hand stitch the opening close. 

Finished dove.
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Dove 2/2

5. 6.

7. 8.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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10 inch x 15 inch piece of white fabric (anything

works, I like to repurpose old table clothes and

curtains)

10 inch x 15 inch piece of purple fabric. It might be

harder to find purple fabric at home so you might

end up having to buy some. American Made Brand

has nice shades of purple in cotton solids. 

White sewing thread

Pins

Fabric scissors

Sewing machine 

Iron and ironing board

You will need:

Cut out approximately 10" x 15" pieces of fabric in

purple and white. Pin them together insides facing

each other.

 Sew around the perimeter of the fabric leaving

around 3" opening on the long edge in the middle,

where you will turn the mat inside out. 

 Cut the corners of the fabric off so that you can

have neat, sharp corners when the mat is turned.

Turn the mat inside out through the opening. Use a

ruler or a long stick to open up the corners. Turn the

edges of the open seam  at the opening inside and

iron them in along the seam line. Iron the mat on

both sides. I like to leave the opening open to invite

imaginative play (you can hide the ornaments etc.

inside the case and pull them out like a surprise. 

How to make: 

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Story Set Mat
 

You can use white and purple pillow cases, table cloths, place mats, tea towels or unfinished fabrics instead of

making your own story set mat. And if you do make a mat yourself, it will be a nice reusable gift wrapper and a

way to store your story set ornaments for the years to come. 
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